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People remember an interesting water slide; but special

effects and attractions go beyond a slide’s design and layout 

to create a lasting memory.

Seeing, hearing and feeling – our most powerful senses – 

can be stimulated by light, water and sound effects as well

as interactive elements. 

We would like the opportunity to tell you about the many 

available options for making a water slide even more attrac-

tive. Why not set up a personal appointment today? Take

advantage of our expertise when choosing special effects

for your waterpark.

Offering Something Extra Special

attractions AND 
special effects

Discover the possibilities and offer your 
guests a memorable sliding experience

Cirque de Saimaa spa, Saimaa, Finland

Infinity-Jump

«To infinity … and beyond!» 

The Infinity Jump is an add-on component for tube slides that 

includes an integrated jumping ramp with a steep downward 

slope, which is hidden from the slider’s view. An optical 

illusion is installed at the upper end of the jump element and 

shows the tube continuing straight ahead. The sudden drop, 

located out of view, lets you experience an unexpected thrill. 

Alternatives to this optical illusion include a wide range of

integrated light, water and sound effects. The latest innovation 

on the water slide market is a video screen with waterproof 

LED panels, which can be built into the slide components. 

There is no limit to the effects you can add!

A guaranteed rush with the Infinity Jump
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A Colorful Palette for Painting with Light

Natural Shine is an innovative manufacturing technology

developed by Klarer. The insertion of translucent segments

into the slide components allows daylight to enter and

produces impressive lighting effects.

LED-RGB lights allow a smooth and continuous mix of colors. 

Many effects can be programmed – a gentle flow from one hue 

to the next creating a relaxing ambiance or a lightning-quick 

change of color to give guests that disco feel. 

Using LED-Flash lamps allows you to create strobe effects at 

varying intervals for your own lightning storm or a slow light 

show. This choice is yours.

Running-Lights are circular strands of lights, which can be 

programmed with different patterns and intervals. 

The latest innovation on the water slide market: a video screen 

with waterproof LED-Panels, which can be built in and onto the 

slide components

Backlit pictures and artwork offer a wide variety of special 

effects with natural or artificial light. 

Theming And Storytelling

Create a new world

Theming and storytelling are great ways of bringing emotions 

into your guests’ sliding fun. The ride becomes an intense 

sensory experience that allows sliders to leave the daily grind 

behind and dive into another world, becoming part of the

story themselves. The increased adventure factor turns the 

water slide into a new world waiting to be discovered, leaving

your guests with lasting memories that keep them coming 

back for more and distinguishing your waterpark from the 

competition.

Klarer Freizeitanlagen AG offers a variety of theming and

storytelling concepts for water slides. Special light, water 

and sound effects as well as interactive elements and creative 

presentation possibilities will fascinate you and your guests. 

We would be happy to show you many examples of our work 

in this area from completed projects in Germany and Switzer-

land. Let us show you our newest developments and options. 

Get ready to be wowed!

light
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WaTer Sound Interactive

Feel it Hear it Touch it

If you want to create a mood, sound effects are a great way 

to go. Whether a jungle expedition, an adventure on the high 

seas or a trip into space, we have the right sound for your

slide. 

Touchpoints are interactive, touch-activated light points 

mounted in the start area or at points along the slide route. 

Touchpoints can activate light, water and sound effects – or 

a combination of these.

Bring added action to the sliding experience using Touch-

points in combination with a point system. Who will reach all 

the sensors and get the most points? This interactive experi-

ence with scoreboard and everything you need for real fun. 

timing

Measure it

Water slides that operate at full capacity help reduce crowd-

ing in other areas of the waterpark. Increased capacity on a

water slide is achieved by encouraging guests to do multiple 

runs. Timing each run is the ideal way to increase sliding

interest. A healthy spirit of competition drives guests to go 

faster – maybe even clocking the fastest time of the day – 

and increases overall slide use. Additionally, operators can 

host race events with multiple heats, prizes, etc. 

A Tropical Rain showers over the water slide, gently soaking 

sliders along the way. Whether after a curve, in a dark Black 

Hole or as a theming element, the Tropical Rain effect is an 

unexpected pleasure. 

Looking for something more intense? The action-packed 

Waterfall turns calm waters into a raging river. There is no 

escape, as 65 m3/h flow through the slide, carrying sliders 

through the wall of water. Be sure to hold your breath!

From popular titles to customized sound effects – the effects 

always match the rider’s sliding speed.
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color schemes

Colorful

Who wants a boring water slide? Full color is the way to go! 

Water slides made from glass fibre reinforced plastic provide 

many more options for the infusion of color according to the 

classic RAL system than any other materials. Give your guests 

more than everyday grey. Water slides from Klarer Freizeit-

anlagen AG, a treat for the eye in any leisure park. 

DROp start

How can you do better than the Turbo Slide or the Loop? It all 

depends on how you get started. 

Waiting on the platform at a dizzying height, cooled by a light 

water mist that fills the Plexiglas capsule, the countdown

quietly begins as the adrenaline surges and all you can hear 

is your own heartbeat pounding. Suddenly, the trapdoor 

opens beneath your feet and you are in free fall through the 

Plexiglas tube, you hold your breath to feel the acceleration

in the first few seconds. This is the ultimate kick!

The system is fully automated and does not require additional

personnel for operation. The technology meets the highest 

quality and safety standards. Even in the case of a defect in 

the control circuit, secure systems prevent dangerous situa-

tions from arising. 

Not for the fainthearted – the classic Drop Start. Overcome 

your fear as you reach for the bar. Hanging over the chasm, all 

you hear is the rushing water below. Hold on or take the free 

fall – will nerves or strength decide?

It‘s all about getting off to a good start!

TRANSPARENT SLIDE COMPONENTS

100% transparency

Plexiglas elements built into a water slide give guests the feel-

ing of floating on air before they plunge back into the depth 

of the tube. Transparent segments are also an eye-catcher for 

spectators!

An attraction that guarantees added value


